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abstract

This thesis seeks to offer

strategies for the densification of various
American cities developing its hypothesis through the use of biomim¬
icry and the analysis of indigenous ecosystems. Solutions will be
devised and tested based on methodologies of negotiation between
man-made and natural systems and infrastructures.
From

1982-1997, the U.S. population grew by 17 percent, while
urbanized land grew by a staggering 47 percent. 3 million acres of
farmland, forestland, and wetlands together are destroyed annually
in the U.S.

the size of Connecticut

(the Biodiversity Partner¬
ship). These changes not only directly effect the local environment
and biodiversity, but also larger economic scales of long-term pro¬
duction based on resource availabilityk With approximately 50 acres
-

an area

of farmland converted to suburban

development every hour, our
Virgin’ territory cannot continue if we
are going to be able to maintain food sources for the needs of our
growing population.
desire to

move

outward into

Metropolises to be studied will include New Orleans, Denver, Port¬
land, New York and Phoenix. These cities were selected based on
their locations within specific ecosystems (Wetlands, Prairie / Tundra,
Evergreen, Broadleaf, Desert - respectively), their large populations,
and expansive suburbs. Coherent research material on relevant
issues will be presented (land use, population, pollution, transporta¬
tion, etc.) and compared among the cities.
Following, a comprehensive investigation of indigenous plants for
each of these regions will be carried out, whereby strategies and
hypothesis will be developed for interventions in each city/ecosystem
Physical planning strategies can be gleaned from these
varying micro and macro ecosystems that have already existed, grown
and adapted long before our cities were founded. Current localized
systems of each city will be studied and alterations proposed to take
advantage of unique indigenous conditions while allowing for farm¬
land and natural area preservation, inclusion, and support of and
variation.

within the system.

After these interventions
the

successes

are

carried out,

and failures of each of the

of removal, it is desired to focus

and to refine and

on

analysis will take place as to
systems. With this step

new

the most successful intervention

develop the selected strategy.

Finally a localized condition in this selected BlO-city will be targeted
a specific implementation of the strategies at the scale of architec¬
ture. Here a plan for an appropriate site, program, strategy, and
development over time will be introduced as a catalyst and example
of the developed system.
for

Historic

strategies for densification will be analyzed, from Le
Babalyon. Texts from
Janine Benyus’ Biomimicry as well as guidebooks on indegenious
vegetations and ecological principles will be used in producing solu¬
tions for specific city/ecosystem pairs. In addition. Natural Capital¬
ism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution (by Paul Hawken,
Amory Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins), to Timothy Beatley’s Green
Urbanism will be consulted as resources on working out overall natu¬
ral planning strategies.
Corbusier's Plan Voisin, to Constant’s New

As

Lerup concludes

thought in After the City “The turning
toward nature in the metropolis may be the first step ... and the
beginning of the century of the environment.”(p.l72)one
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attempt to glorify modernism, the saving grace of humanity, this
project seeks to lift away all of the unpleasantness of life in the city,

an

renditions and ’peddled' around the world by
wipes away all the disorder of old Paris, in
it's place the project proposes rows of ’mega-skyscrapers' separated
by huge areas of greenspace and connected by highway-type roads,
the pedestrian is supposedly free, but ultimately lost in this over¬
whelming proposal.
adapted for

i
t

numerous

Le C'orbusier. Plan Voisin

“Trees absorb carbon dioxide.

ojf oxygen,

They give
The tree is man’s companion.

Soon there will be

no more

trees in

the

cities. ”
The

‘green city’ is indeed green, but at a
determent to it’s would-be inhabitants.
While Le Corbusier has greatly multi¬

plied ‘nature’ and increased density
he has separated man
exiling him to the car

within the city,
from this place,

and the tower. Nature has become

an

object to admire from afar, not experience. One would only encounter
it

on

leisure walks,

never

in transit to

a

destination

or

in

a

casual

cross¬

ing. Nature can only be utilized in the separate, machine-age way. The
towers, all separate. The units, all separate. The functions, all sepa¬
rate.

Corbusier always speaks of the collective, but only in terms of design.
The collective is never discussed in terms of a richness of diversity, an

origin in place, or a sense of history. In Corbusier’s mind only same¬
ness can bring us together. The richness of a place does not come
from the implementation of a unified scheme, but a unique solution.
What could be taken from the Radiant City is an understanding of the
need for man and nature’s coexistence. While Le Corbusier seeks to
solve this problem by starting over at a Tabula Rasa, what would be

interesting is to make this transitime, and to integrate our
past and present with our future.
more

tion

PLAN VUlblN
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over

envisioned

as a

home tor all ot

society, especially tor the treedoni ot

the individual to be creative when liberated from

monotonous,

repetitive labor. Constant's urban form utilizes a sectorial model,
gradually replacing urban fabric over time and forming nodal net¬
works. as a constantly changing model, the interior space is expand¬
ing. contracting due to the whims of it's inhabitants, here manipula¬
tion of the environment by the individual and control over nature are
privileged.

Displayed is an understanding of the city as a growing organism and
how the preservation of elements of the past have as much to do with
the function of a city as it’s future. Problematic is a total dissociation
with the ground, the
man from nature.

desire not to disrupt resluts in the disconnect of

We also become

acutely aware of Constant’s growth strategy for New
Babylon. The images of these interventions are never meant to be
ideal solutions, rather they are snapshots of a constantly changing
process. This evolves from the nodal nature of the interventions’
organization. This careful grafting of modern ideals and social agen¬
das unto various century-old city cen¬
ters

proclaims and precludes globaliza¬

tion.

NEW BABYLON
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'T
i

a

second

attempt to exert a new order on Paris. OMA is charged to
starting at the Louvre and culminating at La

continue the Grand Axis
Defense, every

building in the area is declared unfit after it's brief 25
year life, the ’temporarv' architecture is wiped clean and replaeed
with a new manhattan grid, aligning with the axis, this new extension
of La Defense in it's program and desire could further save the old
city center, it is the execution of complete discipline and absolute
freedom.

The

superimposition of order is important here, it once again brings
foreground the benefit of this juxtaposition of the Manhattan
grid and the Parisian fabric. The scheme is pure density, without
balance or preference. It could be more useful to utilize this model in
a 3-dimensional way, where some existing fabric is kept and re¬
utilized
perhaps more like Hausmann’s boulevards. The notion of
removing all fabric over 25 years old is in one case a favorable pro¬
posal that takes things gradually, and in
to the

-

MISSION GRAND AXE

another akin to the dramatic imbalance
of the Radiant City plan.

another

attempt to subvert the old with the new. here Berlin is the

focus, the Smithsons have intserted
itself

over

the old street

and the

a

secondary latticework that lays

pattern, allowing the latter to be reserved for

be

solely for pedestrians, the meandering forms
of the new realm exist in contrast to the linear existing streets below,
these new paths link points of interests and communities, binding
together in nodes of overlap, the scheme does not carefully consider
cars

new to

’Old Berlin*, however.

What is

amazing about this proposal is it’s portrayal of growth. The

final drawings display an understanding that the scheme is only pre¬
sented as a form in a particular point time, not an idealized version.
The complexity achieved by allowing the pedestrian organization to
become nodal is commendable. But I don’t wish to ignore the prob¬
lem of removing the pedestrian from the car and separating one
street life from the other. The scheme has dealt with historical build¬

ings, but only in the
embedded in

a

sense that they are
green space rather than

integrated into the scheme.

BERLIN HAUPTSTADT
COMPETITION
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created

this

browntield

development near downtown Amsterdam.
project seeks to build on the Dutch canal house tradition by
on a

taking advantage of the abundance of water,

a

dense residential envi-

is established, from

private dwellings to large multi-family
apartment buildings, a large green publicway visually and physically
connects residents, while this well
designed development has
spurned much attention in the area, little non-residential space has
been integrated.
ronnient

While the high design executed in the project is commendable, I find
the mix of programs lacking. There is much attention in facilitating as
many different kinds of housing as possible, but in a rush to get to the

required density of 100 units per hectare, much additional provisions
left behind. There are numerous public spaces, parking allot¬

were

ments, and even some

live/work residences. However, few allocations

for commercial or retail space were made within the development. It
is not only difficult to find local shopping, but only a few recreation
facilities are nearby and public transportation is not easily accessible.
What I wish to take from the
tion of the brownfield site

9

as a

project

are strategies for the reclama¬
useable space, the density imposed for

housing, and the integration and juxtaposition of the various housing
types. Initially forming a housing “mat” and inserting larger elements
off the grid serves as a engagement of
BORNEO/
juxtaposition, while creating a sense of
SPORENBURG
place

ew

Babylon Sector, The Hague

on Stant
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proposed in the mid-18UU's. this land became the first landscaped
public park in the United States, comprised of 843 acres, the "Green¬
sward Plan" proposal by Frederick Taw Olmstead and Calvert Vhux
won the
design competition 1857. rendered in the English romantic
tradition, formal promenades contrast with rollins meadows allowing
a multitude of uses, the
park's impartial program allowed it's use by
all classes, proclaiming that the park was essential for the public
health.

The park really works as a social condenser, bringing in people from
all over the city. Central park continues to function in much the same

it was initially intended, as a natural refuge to the dense and
dirty life of the city. While the park works well as a collector, seam¬
lessly coalescing various activities, it exists on it’s own as an island of
green within the city. If the park could function within a network it
could begin to function more as a niche in a larger ecological system.
While birds use the park in their seasonal migrations, few other

way as

animals

CENTRAL PARK
II

can

mix with other local gene

pool groups which would allow the
park to further adapt over time.

transformation

City's recently closed dumping
ground. Staten Island takes on it's new role as an ecological center in
the city, reversing the notion of a new park existing within urban
sprawl. Fresh Kills assumes the role of "nature sprawl", planned for
succession and colonization by unforeseen species. Field Operations
also carefully worked the project into the existing greenspace infra¬
structures around the city, including Jamaica Bay National Park.
a

ot

New

York

The location of the project provides many of its key attributes. It
exists as a new connector within a major urban area and an existing

system of parks and protected natural inhabitants. The park plays not
a key role in the regional park networks, but in the restoration /
creation of a natural area on Staten Island, previously home to much
of New York City’s trash disposal. Now in the parks new role as a
band-aide and catalyst, it seems its development and progression will
be watched closely for lessons to be

only

applied to brown-field sites nation¬
wide.

FRESH KILLS

the

typical park form. OMA's l.a Vilette proposal is a
multiple programs required of the site, nature is
treated differently in each one of the banded programs saturated
across the site to allow maximum cross program exposure while
avoiding program clumping, the park seeks to highlight the pure
metropolitan condition: "density without architecture, a culture of
’invisible' congestion." the park creates a framework of suggestion
rejection ot

a

striation of the

that then must be filled.

The

organizational strategy of banding is the primary triumph that
entry. Here the repetition normally associ¬
ated with a high-rise building (Downtown Athletic Club - New York
City) has been layed horizontally, deriving new possibilities of prox¬
imity. This laying of landscape allows for continuity across the park of
planting and activity zones, as well as creating an awareness of the
benefits and uses of different vegetation types. While the proposal
would have the problem of too much habitat edge, the park is nearly
completely covered with varying vegetation systems, probably more
useful as a visual tool elevating public
can

be taken from OMA’s

awareness

PARC DE LA VILETTE
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habitats.

than

a

functioning variety of

('orner + Allen's team

proposed

a

tight matrix tor Downsview.

one

that would steer outcomes, but not control them, two

overlapping
systems form the backbone of the proposal, one consisting of circuits
for people, the other "through-flows" for natural processes, water is
of primary concern on the site and is dealt with in designed patterns
of furrows running through the landscape, various microhabitats
were then co-designed to exist within the water capabilities of these
furrows.

The strong

notion of self-organizing systems is a common thread
among many of the Downsview Competition finalists, but the only
team that fully paired it with a prescribed notion of how to re¬
introduce natural ecosystems was the Corner -I- Allen proposal.
What can be taken from the project is an understanding of how a
systematic land design, drainage, and planting strategy can give rise
to predictable, but changing, natural environments. While the, per¬
haps, over-ambitiousness (in terms of ecosystem variety versus actual
land space) of the proposal could have posed problems as ecosystems
often suffer with too much edge condition, the understanding of the
possible variety of results is present. The circuits integrated in the
design provide exposure to the varieties of prescribed ecosystems
while allowing flora and flauna to
utilize

them

migrations.

for

cross

environment

DOWNSVIEW PARK
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partners' design for this project in the Ruhr River basin sets a
precedent for the re-use of old industrial buildings, the rich juxtapo¬
sition of this design is the melding of the heavy man-made machinery
and the natural plantings which will eventually take ithe site over, the
presence of the industrial buildings, rather then their demolition,
seem to
persevere as a reminder, not only of a past of heavy industry
in the region, but of a time when the natural was all that existed here.
Latz +

Another brown-field transformation, this

15

project offers lessons in
adaptability. The simultaneous transformation and adaptation of this
former smelting plant highlights the history of the region and the
adaptability of nature. The preservation of the plant alludes to the
regions recent history and a direction for its future. Natural succes¬
sion will eventually overgrow the entire plant, but until then strate¬
gies have been developed to allow access into previously inhospitable
areas. Plants have found a way to grow in less than ideal conditions,
paving the way for fauna and a new
DUISBURG-NORD
type of adapted ecosystem catered to
PARK
survival in a thoroughly polluted site.

resh Kills
'ield Operations

')uisburg-Nord Park
Mtz +

Partners
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Scarpa expands the existing Della Scala Castle by inserting a niodernisl program into it's historicist shell, the preservation and
the historical structure is paramount in this work, while
articulated interv^entions

homage to
the highly

worked in. around, and

through the
e.xisting space, a delicate balance is achieved between old and new
that highlights important facts and conditions of the former, while
providing the comfort and sophistication of the latter, each is
strengthened by the other.
are

This

project embraces the sensitive issue of preservation. How and if
building should be “saved” are questions constantly being asked of
architecture. Is it right to renovate an ancient structure for modem
uses? Is the only way to preserve an important piece of architecture
from the past to let it decay as was inevitable, but never intended?
The extreme discipline and care that was executed in this project by
Scarpa is inherent to a mode of thinking appropriate to the rich
history of Venice. How, then, can this thinking make its way to North
America, where “history” is less considered? Our notion of “histori¬
cal” is rarely about adaptation, but rather a museum-quality preser¬
vation. The utilization of adaptive strategies for arguably not-asimportant fabric could be a way to
a

CASTELVECCHIO
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avoid complete loss but
cient use.

maintain effi-

project developed tor a flat in London highlights an awareness of
specific environmental conditions in an interior space by introducing
various plant 'infestations', existing resources (light, humidity) are
mined and paired with plant groupings that are both useful and deco¬
rative. chives are planted in the bath, mushrooms are grown in the
dark, damp hall, grass makes due of space in the rotting woodwork
above doors, and the strawberry chandelier can be lowered to the
diner table for eating.
a

The

strength of this intervention project are not its execution, per se,
but in the thoroughness of its investigations. What is most important
is the extensive cataloguing of existing conditions in a very smallscale project. While heat, moisture, and light conditions as well as
surfaces

catalogued, numerous strategies are investigated in
introducing garden space into a flat with no outdoor space. This
notion of bringing nature inside, in a more literal way than Modern¬
ism, utilizes the opportunistic strate¬
gies of plants to pair them with ideal
GREEN CROFT
and functional growing situations.
IN NW6
are

containing classrooms tor Oberlin College, the center acts as a
resource center for the sciences on
campus and as a meeting place,
integrated into it‘s use is a living machine laboratory, this ’machine'
handles material from the center's waste water and run-off through a
series of natural and man-made purifiers before releasing it into the
surrounding landscape, while it preforms as a sped-up natural sink
system the buildings design doesn't greatly set off it's unique features

19

Cooperation is the word that most closely describes this project. The
adaptation of both natural (the living machine and water purifica¬
tion) and man-made (the architecture of the building) systems to
work together has resulted in a new model. Here there is a genuine
blurring of inside and outside, as systems in each play a vital role in
the water purification process. The next conceivable step would be
for the building and the small amount of exterior wetlands to be inte¬
grated into a larger system. This model could move into the realm of
either the adaptation of existing buildings to fit within the system, or
as a catalyst for the proliferation of new
ADAM JOSEPH
structures expanding upon it, forming a
LEWIS CENTER
larger

network.

project developed tor a flat in London highlights an awareness of
specific environmental conditions in an interior space by introducing
various plant ’infestations', existing resources (light, humidity) are
mined and paired with plant groupings that are both useful and deco¬
rative. chives are planted in the bath, mushrooms are grown in the
dark, damp hall, grass makes due of space in the rotting woodwork
above doors, and the strawberry chandelier can be lowered to the
diner table for eating.
a

What

can be specifically addressed and taken from this project is the
intersection and cooperation of technology and nature. Here the
embodiment of fears of the deterioration of our natural world is

manifested in

architectural form. As

sampled section of a multi¬
layered landscape it is amazing. But going from there, how do these
ideas begin to manifest themselves on a larger scale? Once the form
is seen as less of a “building” or singular object, could it perform as
well if it was a mat? This is what needs to be taken from the proposal,
a desire to appease our notions of an increase in both the densificaan

a

tion of human habitation and an increase of the “natural” world.
How can we introduce a dimensionality (literally) into our planar

thinking that could accommodate these multiple (and seemingly
opposite) ambitions, and how can we
exploit to cooperative potentials within
such

a

landscape?

WORLD EXPO 2000
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structural

dynamic forms with a basis in existing natural conditions,
adaptations use influences from the relationships of molecules, bone
structure, the formation of bubbles, and river tributaries, experi¬
ments in natural formal logic are carried through into likely struc¬
tural solutions for man-made spaces or objects, tensile frame struc¬
tures. geodesic domes, tree-like mast structures, rigid frames, and
city models have all come out of this mode of research.

Otto’s proposals have
natural forms and an

arisen from both the intense investigation of
adaptability of those forms to various scales.
While most of his proposals concern the structural possibilities of
adapting naturally existing forms for use in building, what can be
taken from his experiments is an understanding of natural organiza¬
tion. From the molecular connection and arrangement of atoms to
the formation of river tributaries, accumulations of small actions
make up larger ones. These multi-faceted organizations are not regu¬

larized, but adapted to various local
conditions, allowing infinitely variable

FREI OTTO

solutions.

22
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positioning statement

The BlOcity proposal situates itself between several distinct
of thinking mat encompass the varying disciplines collected

modes
in the

thesis, including: the pure ecologists (Michael Rosenzweig, Oliver
Gilbert, etc.), the formal designers (Greg Lynn, Frank Gehrey, Frei
Otto, etc.), the biomimisits (Janine Benyus, William Browning, etc.),
and the

ecological designers (William McDonough, Michael Hough,

etc.)
While the

BlOcity project does not align itself with any of these views
specifically, it borrows from all of them. This collecting of ideas and
disiplines seems very appropriate when considering the magnitude
of tne thesis proposal and the interconnected relationships of the
natural systems that are
explored. What helps to dechiper and meld

these varying opinions ana ideas are observations from outside of
these specific groups of thinkers. An important question
posed by
Julia Czerniak is: “Should, and can, urban space support biodiversity?
Can

designers simultaneously structure biological and human
dynamics.^(p.i7)^ The BlOcity proposal asserts that the answer to
the first
seems

question as being an emphatic ‘yes’, while the second point
entirely possible, but not without a lot of cooperation between

the various

disiplines being explored here: urban design, landscape

architecture, architecture, ecology, anthropology, etc.

What seems especially promising, and interesting, about these kinds
of collaborations are the amounts of knowledge and expertise that

brought to the table. Oberservations from McDonough, as an
sensibilities, and certain well-stated opinions
being designed around a natural and cultural
landscape, most modern urban areas simply grow, as has often
are

architect with ‘green’
such as: “rather than
been said, like

a cancer,

spreading

more

and

more

of themselves,

eradicating the living environment in the process, blanketing the
natural landscape with layers of
asphalt and concrete.”(n.33), can
be tempered with ideas outside of the direct realm of arcnitecture.
Stewart Brand brings some of these issues to light by asserting that
’’the site contains both a residue and a promise; its surrounding
context, its soil, climate, water, ecology, and history are unique and
special.”(p.62)^, thus changing the view from one who is trained to look
at certain things within the realm of the designer, to one who is not.
With the expansion of the participating bodies and the possible scope
of
projects comes a breaking down of barriers between professions,
and an understanding of the much broader possibilities that could
be accomplished this way. This is part of the excitement of BlOcity:
the re-introduction of the utopic vision made probable again. The
evolution has come without the single visionary, but with the vision
of thinkers in a broad range of fields.
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Five cities have been examined, each of them

representing a different vari¬

ety of ecosystem. The continuation of the project into the proposal of strat¬
egies for each city exists as a guide for how to begin thinking of ways to

adapt other cities in similar environs. Each city is explored utilizing several
criteria, allowing the comparison of existing situations among all of the
target cities. This information and analysis, combined with the isolated
strategies gained from the case studies seek to inform a general series of
trials for the urban scale interventions.

Each of the cities selected

in

other. Here plantare completely
unique. The argument I seek to make is one of specificity. We cannot offer
blanket solutions for the development of our cities in order to meet the
demands of this post-industrial revolution society. It is time for us to look
back at locally occurring conditions to observe how solutions to some of
our problems may already have been solved by nature.
occurs

a

place unlike

any

life, weather, micro-climate, rainfall, and soil conditions

While each of these cities does, indeed, evolve from a localized

planning
department and conditions of topography, ownership, poUtics, and money,
the resultants are only individualized in their arrangement. Planning exer¬
cises deal with proximities, and work with elements that have been handed
down as given (i.e. Infrastructure, land plots, buildings, roads, etc.). The
goal is to take another step back in the process, to look at city development
not in our old, comfortable terms, but in a way utilizing natural research
and development. These processes of adaptation, succession, and natural
selection could in fact inform and form our cities and ways of living in the
future.
26

evergreen

forest

in this climate of high precipitation and low temperature, coniferous trees
dominate, the needle litter, which decomposes slowly, leaves the soil very
acidic and generally of low fertility, vegetation is frost tolerant while diver¬

sity is very low.
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CANOPY
characteristic

species

WOODY
UNDERSTORY

HERBACEOUS
UNDERSTORY

vine

subarctic

lady fern

sitka spruce
western arborvitae

maple
big-leaf maple
cacsara sagrada

western hemlock

salal

springbeauty
large-flower fairybells

associates

fool’s

mountain wood fern

pacific silver fir
grand fir

huckleberry
pacific bayberry
devil’s-club

moss

red alder

California rhododendron

yellow skunk-cabbage

port orford cedar

salmon

two-leaf false Solomon’s-seal

lodgepole pine
douglas-fir

california-laurel

redwood-sorrel

oval-leaf

pineland sword fern

redwood

raspberry

blueberry
evergreen blueberry
red bluebell^

deerfern
Siberian

feathermoss

three-leaf foamflower

pioneer violet
redwood violet

URBAN AREA
The

city of Portland was Incorporated in 1851

*

population 538,180 (2 million in metropolitan area)
city area 130 square miles
park area 19.7 square miles

housing units 242,629 (59% detached 1-family)
average household size 2.22
private space per person 991 square feet
(2,200 square foot avg. - NAHB)
park space per person 1,020 square feet
total space per person 6,7340 square feet
temperature is 33.5°F (January); 79.5°F (July)
precipitation per year is 37 inches

average
average

number of clear days

average

elevation 173 feet above
Portland

sea

per year

level

is 68

Development Commission
Travel Portland

In the

early 20th century secure
jobs in lumber mills and wealth
from providing goods to the
California Gold Rush helped
stabilize the economy.
Portland is a people town,

whose

pedestrian-friendly
city blocks
are half the size of those in other
towns, where outdoor benches
are crowded with readers enjoy¬

ing good books and spring
shine,

and

where

limits

sun¬
on

growth have kept the surround¬
ing countryside within a 20mmute

drive of the

city's

core.

www.travelportland.com
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desert
characterized by very low precipitation and high temperature fluxuation,
succulent plants are well adapted and abundant, soils have very little
organic matter and are extremely shallow.
The Economy of Nature

HERBACEOUS
UNDERSTORY

WOODY
SPECIES
white burrobush

eastern

elephant-tree

California barrel cactus

crucifixion-thorn

candy barrel cactus

morningbride
yellow whispering-bells
big galleta

saguaro

ocotillo

smooth desert-dandelion

shiny hackberry

sangre-de-cristo

distant

thorn-of-christ

white ratany

creosote-bush

Santa catalina desert-thorn

mexico plumseed
white zinnia

mojave wild buckwheat

scorpion-weed

new

desert-ironwood

graham’s nipple cactus

jumping cholla

corkseed catcus

senita

yellow palo-verde
organ-pipe cactus

teddy-bear cholla
golden cholla
catcus-apple

RIPARIAN TREES
OF ARROYOS

associates

devil’s cholla

long-flower catclaw

mescat wattle

darning-needle cactus
walkingstick cactus
stag-horn cholla
blue palo-verde

rosinbush

long-flower catclaw
triangle burr-ragweed
cattle-spinach
schott’s smokebush
fairy-duster
bladder-pod spider flower smokethorn
bristle sage
squawbush
desert wild sensitive-plant
saints catcus
jojoba
goldenhills
turpentine-broom
long-leaf joint-fir

sugar-berry
desert-willow

red-berry desert-thorn
desert-ironwood
blue

palo-verde
honey mesquite

smokethorn

mexican jumping
lotebush

bean

44

URBAN AREA
The

city of Phoenix was Incorporated in 1881

population 1,319,037 (5th largest city in the U.S.)

city area 514 square miles
park area 58 square miles
housing units 529,621 (56% detached 1-family)
average household size 2.49
private space per person 884 square feet
(2,200 square foot avg. - NAHB)
park space per person 1,226 square feet
total space per person 10,864 square feet
temperature is 41°F (January); 105°F
precipitation per year is 7.7 inches
average number of clear days per year is 211
average
average

elevation 1112 feet above

sea

level

City of Phoenix
U.S. Census Bureau

The
ary
—

Phoenix

legend¬
Egyptian symbol of rebirth
was chosen because the city
name

—

a

built on the ruins of the Hohokam civilization whose farm¬

was

ers

dug irrigation canals still in

use

today.

Although city tourism promoters
brand Phoenix as the "Valley of
the Sun," most locals just refer to
it as the Valley — as in the Salt
River Valley, the region's official
name.
Covering over 2,000
square miles. Greater Phoenix is
actually is larger than Los Ange¬
les geographically. The city is
both the capital of Arizona and
the Maricopa County seat.

WWW.

azcentral. com
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Built

Evergreen Forest, Mixed Forest

Up
LowlHigh Intensity Residential, Commercial/Industrial/Trans,

Shnihland, Grasslands!Herbaceous

Wetlands

Woody Wetlands, Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands

Orchards/Vineyards, PasturejHay, Row Crops, Small Grains
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prairie
extensive

grassland biome with low precipitation and rich, organic soils,
vegetation is dominantly grasses with fire being a considerable regulating
force,

summers are

hot and wet while winters

are

cold.
The

Economy of Nature
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SHINNERY
characteristic

species

sandpaper oak

harvard’s oak

ill-scented

mohr’s oak

yellow Indian grass
sand dropseed
giant dropseed
plains yucca
soapweed yucca

little false bluestem
associates

big bluestem
sand bluestem
silver

sagebrush

side-oats grama
blue grama

buffalo grass

giant sand-reed
sugar-berry
annual wild buckwheat

pinchot’s juniper
panic grass
honey mesquite
chickawaw plum

wand

sumac

URBAN AREA
The

city of Denver was incorporated in 1861

population 554,636 (2.4 million in metropolitan area)
city area 155 square miles,
park area 29.7 square miles.

housing units 262,243 (52% detached 1-family)
average household size 2.11
private space per person 1,043 square feet
(2,200 square foot avg. - NAHB)
park space per person 1,493 square feet
total space per person 7,791 square feet
average

average

average

temperature is 16°F (January); 88°F (July)
precipitation per year is 15.4 inches

number of clear days

elevation

5,280 feet above

per year

sea

level

City of Denver
Office

Colorado Tourism

U.S. Census Bureau

Visually, Denver is notable for it

Eredominance
single-family
ousing and its of
brick
buildings.
Good fock clay underlies much
of the area, while local lumber is

soft, scarce and inferior. Even in
the poorest residential neighbor¬
hoods, single-family, detached

housing prevails, reflecting the

Western
interest
in
"elbow
room" and a spacious, relatively

flat,

high plains site, where
sprawling growth is unimpeded
'

'

WWW.

'

of water

den vergov. org
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wetland
this

unique wetland system at the mouth of the Mississippi River has high
biological diversity, because of the estuary’s mix of fresh and salt water
there is extremely high biological productivity, soil is very well irrigated and
high in nutrients.
The
Economy of Nature

CANOPY

WOODY
UNDERSTORY

sawbrier
laurel leaf greenbrier
coral greenbrier

characteristic species
ash-leaf maple
red maple
silver maple

brookside alder

poison-ivy
sparkle-berry
highbush blueberry
possumhaw

pond-apple
river birch

hickory
pignut hickory
southern catalpa
northern catalpa

water

suigar-berry

atlantic white-cedar
icaco coco-plum
american beech
florida strangler fig
Carolina ash

ash
pumpkin ash
green

water-locust

silverbell
eastern red cedar

sweet-gum
southern

magnolia
tupelo
ogeecheetupelo
black tupelo

water

red bay
slash pine

pine
long-leaf pine

spruce

small-leaf arrow-wood

crossvine
american hornbeam
common buttonbush
coastal sweet-

summer

grape
muscadine
calloose grape
american wisteria

Kerbush
wheat-tree

HERBACEOUS
UNDERSTORY

stiff

dogwood
parsley hawthorn
leather fern
swamp titi
water hyssop
common persimmon
bandanna-of-thewild banyantree
eastern swamp-privet
everglades
evening trumpet-flower sedge
swamp sawgrass
seven-sisters

large gallberry
deciduous holly
inkberry
myrtle dahoon

lamprrush
white grass
duckweed
american spongeplant
marsh primrose-willow

yaupon

Virginia sweetspire
coastal donhobble

big floatingheart

swamp tk)ghobble
rusty staggeiilDush

short-leat basket grass

royal fern
red-top panic

shinyleaf

pond pine

loblolly pine

american sycamore
eastern cottonwood
swamp cottonwood
laurel oak

oak

royal palm

cabbage palmetto
southern bald-cypress
american elm

tree

dahoon

loblolly-bay

overcup oak
swamp chestnut
water oak
willow oak
live oak
floridian

eastern

peppervine
red chokeberry
climbing aster
alabama supplejack

sweet-bay
southern bayberry
evergreen bayberry
guianese colicwood

arrow-^a^,^

wat(^^n|^@

lizari^^ffl

swamp

planertfee ^
needle palm
pink shell Walea
clammy

^ent alligator-flag

icastern marsh fern

saw-tooth^K^l>erry
dwarf palfti^fd^
coastal-plain >^o^

black willow
l|f a
american elder*" ’

fringed greenbriVr

grass

'

^arsh-millet

URBAN AREA
The

city of New Orleans was founded in 1718

population 484,674 (1.3 million in metropolitan area)
city area 181 square miles.
park area 42.5 square miles.

housing units 212,394 (45% detached l-family)'v^N;:v
average household size 2.28
\\
private space per person 965 square feet
) \
(2,200 square foot avg. - NAHB)
[/
park space per person 2,445 square feet
total space per person 10,411 square feet
average
average

temperature is 43°F

average

number of clear days

precipitation

(Janua^); 91°F (July)

per year

elevation 4 feet above

sea

is 61.6 inches

per year

level

At New Orleans
New Orleans Online

The

population of New Orleans,
including
Anglos,
French,
Blacks, Italians, Irish, Spanish,
and Cubans, reflects its cosmo¬
politan past. The Acadians are
descendants of French emigres
expelled from Nova Scotia
during the 18th century. The
port is one of the worlds largest
and ranks first in the United
States
in
tonnage handled.

Major exports are petroleum
products, grain, cotton, paper,
machinery, and iron and steel.
The city's economy is dominated
by the petrochemical, aluminum,
and food processing
and by tourism.

industries

www.gatewayno. com
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deciduous forest
this well

layered ecosystem consists of herbaceous plants, smaller trees and
shrubs, and the dominant deciduous tree canopy, soils are rich in organic
humus while water tends to drain downward into the

productive growth.
^

°

landscape, providing
The

Economy of Nature
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CANOPY
characteristic

species

WOODY
UNDERSTORY

HERBACEOUS
UNDERSTORY

downy service-berry

entire-leaf yellow

false-foxglove

american chestnut

mountain

northern white oak

flowering dogwood

greater tickseed

scarlet oak

beaked hazalnut

beetlewood

chestnut oak

downy rattlesnake-plantain

associates

trailing-arbutus
eastern teaberry
black huckleberry

red

american witch-hazel

whorled

mountain-laurel

loosestrife

sourwood

feathery false

fire

solomon’s-seal

black oak

maple
pignut hickory
mockernut hickory
tuliptree
black tupelo
short-leaf pine
pitch pine

sweet-pepperbush

cherry

buffalo-nut

Striped prince’s-pine

long-flower alumroot
rattlesnate-weed

yellow-

Indian cucumber-root

bear oak

appalachian bunchflower

flame azalea

Canadian lousewort

northern red oak

great-laurel

post oak

sassafras

king solomon’s-seal
gall-of-the-earth

highbush blueberry
deerberry
maple-leaf arrow-wood

URBAN AREA
The

city of New York was founded in 1625

population 7,902,897 (21,199,865 million in metro area)
city area 321 square miles,
park area 43.75 square miles.

housing units 3,246,652 (9% detached 1-family)
average household size 2.43
private space per person 905 square feet
(2,200 square foot avg. - NAHB)
park space per person 154 square feet
total space per person 1,132 square feet
average
average

average

temperature is 26°F (Januaty); 85°F (^ ' ^
precipitation per year is 46. / inches

number of clear days per year is 107

elevation 131 feet above
The

sea

level

City of New York

US. Census Bureau

In 1609 Henry Hudson sails up
the river now known as the
Hudson River in search of an
ocean route to India. In 1664
Dutch rule ends after the Eng¬
lish Duke of York’s fleet seizes
the city. New Amsterdam subsebecomes New York. In
r870 the population of New
York
City is approximately

1,000,000; nearly A of every 10
residents is foreign-born. In
1898 Manhattan becomes the
seat of government for the

newly-merged New York City,

consisting of Manhattan, Brook'

1,

Queens, Staten Island and

e

Bronx.

www.nyc.gov
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BlOcity
MANIFESTO

>

While the cost savings and ease of construction associated
national building standards cannot be denied, are we to
one

with inter¬
think that
building type should be applied everywhere in the world? The

variations in culture, climate, tradition, resources, weather, etc. sug¬

gest building approaches unique to location. Everything that could
be good about Globalization (i.e. sharing of knowledge, access to
different cultures and resources, etc.) is negated by creating same¬
ness. As any biologist will tell you, success in populations and ecosys¬
tems comes

through diversity.

I am not proposing a throwback to 18th century building standards,
but suggesting that modern materials and methods can be sensitive to
local needs. This is not a claim against the sameness of the architec¬
tural object (such as the iconic home) but against the sameness of

organization and function that our building practices suggest. What I
purpose is thorough research into the structures and interactions of
local ecosystems. These flora and fauna have been constantly adapt¬
ing to local environments for millions of years. They will continuously
change in the future, as long as our fast-paced society allows them the
time and the

means

to do so.

We need to place economic value on our
wilderness. Economics will limit the

farmland and our remaining
growth of cities outward,
encouraging innovations to develop in densification and cooperation
with our environment. Our natural systems can be consulted for
their intricate knowledge allowing us to construct our own systems,
ones in which we house, feed and employ our growing populations.
Situations in which we increase our proximity to not only each other,
but to the natural world which we rely upon.
108
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SYSTEMS

The vast enemy
within the sineuTar

relationships
plant all tate
part in the realization of the final
form and determine its

^reproduction)

success

failure

or

(death). These relationships
highlight the minute struggles,
which give rise to resource allo¬
cation and specific adaptation to
localized conditions. The genetic
coding that drives these deci¬
sions, along with localized infor¬
mation inputs, evolves through
generational adaptation in a
struggle to survive in a highly
competitive world.

(

effective size

t
size and shape
relative humidity
wind speed
_

forest so productive and so selfreliant is Its diversity. It is not so
much the number of species that
is important, but the number of
useful
connections
between
scales and levels of these

plex ecosystems

drive

com¬

inclination, absorbance
stomatal conductance

At varying scale changes within
these complex systems, similari¬
ties emerge. As Patrick Whitefield discusses in Permaculture in
a
Nutshell “What makes the

them.”(p.2)^ In turn, the varying

leaf:

^—

air temperature

_

r
\

V.

V.

total leaf

> cost

of leaves

subtle

changes in each other, from the

atomic level to that of the bio¬

sphere, and beyond.
These

systems are
on subtle

constantly

feed-back
loops. William Browning points
out, “Healthy ecosystems recycle
wastes and produce no detri¬
mental by-products, just clean
water, 0)^gen, and food.”(p.58)^
working

and while
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we

don’t do

good job maintaining
loops, nature does.

a

very

these

area

V.

-

relative humidity
wind speed
air temperature _J 4

TRANSPIRATION

competition

^
radiation <-

leaf temperature <-

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
leaf water <-

potential <-

root

T

maintenance

t
new

^

root mass

roots
cost of roots <—

s.

y

'

Stem growth

^nnd respiration

.

soil moisture.
and texture ^
soil nutrients <-

canopy growth
and development

SEXUAL AND
VEGETATIVE RE¬
PRODUCTION
Reprinted from:
On the Economy

ed. by

of Plant form and Function

Thomas J. Givnish^
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yv«wpoRTLAND
The Pacific Northwest Forests of Portland
covers

an

area

from Alaska to central

California

along the Pacific coast. This
predominantly coniferous forest is mild
near the ocean and the high moisture
content from fog protects the forest from
water stresses. These forests exhibit some

of the most

productive natural landscapes
growth.
Douglas-fir, western hemlock, western
arborvitae, and sitka spruce dominate the
canopy
while
understories
develop
in the world in terms of biomass

substantial shrub and herb coverage.

Ill

'’“'‘"■‘-'PHOENIX
The Sonoran Desert Scrub of Phoenix
covers

an

area

from

southwestern

Arizona, southern California south into
Mexico.
This
subtropical desert is
composed of a several layered understory
layer with various shrub species and some
large trees and succulents. The biodiver¬
sity of this desert system is very high and
has evolved with a very complex ecosys¬
tem.
Valleys are dominated by the
creosote

bush

with

white

burrowbush

being

a close co-dominant. Slopes find an
abundance of saguaros, and as you go up
further ocotillos, skinny hackberry, and

squawbush.

_
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ENVER
The

Shortgrass Prairie of Denver extends
panhandle of Texas to eastern
New Mexico north through Colorado and

from the

into eastern Nebraska. Grassland varia¬
tions

with

varying moisture condi¬
Tallgrass Prarie to a Mixed
Prarie. These grasslands have tremendous
genetic variation and exhibit high adapt¬
ability in drought and fire conditions. Blue
grama and buffalo grass are dominants
while sand dropseed and silver sagebrush
play important roles within the ecosys¬
occur

tions from

tem.
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a

~«-™'NEW ORLEANS
The Southeastern

within

the

Swamp Forest exists
Mississippi floodplain from

southeastern Missouri and southwestern

Kentucky to the Gulf of Mexico. The soils
in this zone are sandy and silty, saturated
with water but occasionally exposed. Bald
cypress is the dominant tree species with
supporting trees ranging from water
tupelo in deep water to black tupelo in
shallower

areas.

laurel oak, red

On less saturated sites

sweetgum are

maple, American elm, and
common. A wide variety of

smaller trees

are common

in the under¬

story, along with shrubs such as swamp
doghobble, shinyleaf, and coastal sweet-

pepperbush

117

are common.

~»™'NEWY0RK
The Oak-chestnut forest

region extends
Valley to northern
Georgia. This forest is generally bordered
to the east by the Oak-pine forest region,
to the west by the mbced Mesophytic
Forest region and to the north by the
from the Hudson River

Hemlock-White
woods

Pine-Northern

Hard¬

region. These communities mix into
the Oak-chestnut community at various
elevation, moisture, or soil composition
variations within the general region. The
naturally dominant canopy was the Ameri¬
can chestnut (before the introduction of
chestnut blight), which now has changed to
oak dominance (northern white oak,
scarlet oak, chestnut oak, and black oak).
The understory typically includes flame
azalea, great-laurel, and mountain-laurel.
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economics

of building --^ARTIFICIAL

/ BUILDING SYSTEMS

In a similar fashion to the natu¬
ral
system,
Stewart Brand
discusses the close relationship
of the built environment to its

surroundings. These relation¬
ships can be charted and
explored to gain a closer under¬
standing of now the built form
reacts

within its’

envelope:

context, not

inclination, absorbance

only when it is first conceived,

but

over

the

course

conductance

of its life.

v

This built form extends out to
become the artificial, as the

designed elements of

our

lawns,

increment size

parks
and cultivated fields.
'‘What is nature and what is

t
material and makeim
relative humidity
wind speed
air temperature

man-made nature?”(p.89^^ Begin¬
ning with our lawns: ‘An empha¬
sis on a perfect, green rectangle
of grass often leads us to forget
that our lawns are part of a

_

larger ecosystem...”(p.i68)^, and

as we have discovered, our lawns
don’t support much life. In fact,
they actually consume an enor¬
mous amount of resources to

keep them green and trim in
their artificial states. As Michael
Rosenzweig suggests “we do not
actually adapt to... habitats.
Instead, we modify them to suit
our own

desires

as

much

V.

V.

total

> cost of

envelope

we

modify much of our landscape
rather than working with and
learning from it. This is probably
best illustrated by the Jefferso¬
nian grid, parceling out most of
the American landscape. As
Koolhaas describes New York:
“The plotting of [Manhattans]
streets and nlocks announces
that the subjugation, if not oblit¬
eration, of nature is its true

ambition.”(p.20)'°

are

as we

can.”^.i4f, and, indeed,
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relative humidity
wind speed
air temperature

INFILTRATION

v:

_| 4

property value-

^
radiation

envelope soundness <-

<-

WEATHER RESISTANCE
infrastructure ^

permeability
nvelope

infrastructure

intenance

maintenance

J"

^

T

infrastructure

X

complexity

soil and site
conditions

new

envelope <—''—> infrastructure-

J

of
infrasturcture

cost

structure

^

growth

and respiration

DETERIORATION

^

■

city utilities

<-

roof

growth and
development

DEMOLITION

Adapted from:
How Buildings Learn
by Stewart Brand^
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In the spring, you venture out
and discover all those weeds that
have mysteriously appeared in

your landscape beds over the
winter. As the weather warms

pull them by hand or
pre-emergent herbicides to

up, you can
use

control the
from seed.

weeds

that

grow

Always read and
carefully follow the label direc¬
tions before using one of these
products around your plants.
As your lawn begins to grow rap¬
idly in spring, you'll need to mow
it

often. The guideline is to
than one-third
of the leaf length in any single
more

remove no more

WWW.
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tnigreen. com

mowing. This could mean
mowing twice per week during
this fast-growth stage.
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Because

summer

rainfall

is

infrequent and unreliable, it is
essential to water your lawn and
landscape properly. The key is to
water deeply with each watering
to wet the

entire root

zone

and

promote root growth. Light
watering discourages deep root¬
ing and actually makes the plant
more
susceptible to drought
stress.

When there is

no

rain,

turfgrass once a week,
moistening the soil to a depth of

water

WWW.
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trugreen. com

four inches. This may require
leaving a sprinkler or irrigation
zone running in one area for
more than an hour. Water trees
and shrubs to a six-inch depth.

726

Although many grasses are
adapted to the mountain states,
the predominant turfgrass is

Kentucky bluegrass. It

often

is

found mixed in lawns with tall
fescue and ryegrass. Lawns con¬

taining these grasses should be
cut
higher m the summer
months. A cutting height of two
to three inches will enable these

grasses

to

root

deeper

and

extract more water from the soil.

Actively

growing

turfgrasses

should be mowed at least

WWW.

trugreen. com

[

once a

week, and sometimes more often
during periods of rapid growth.
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unnatural^^\J\J ORLEANS
As

spring temperatures climb,

you may notice yellowing on
your warm-season grasses. Bahia
grass, centipede grass, and St.

Augustine grass will benefit from
a

liquid iron application during

warmer

months.

Applied

in

Sform,
iron will
give lawnsthisa
green-up.
However,
micronutrient

can

also

stain

sidewalks, driveways and the
sides of houses, so be careful
when
WWW.
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trugreen. com
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If your
thinned by

lawn was severely
drought inju^, it may
require overseeding this fall to
thicken it to a desirable density.
You will need to lightly water
daily (or twice a day in warm
weather) for the first two weeks
to keep the seedbed moist. After
germination, if there is little
rain, water deeply once or twice

each week to sustain the lawn. If
there are watering bans in place,

will have to rely on naturally
occurring rainfall. As fall pro¬

you

gresses,

the chances for frequent

rainfall will increase.
WWW.

tmgreen. com

dfJ ft

JO ft.

20 ft.
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environment interaction

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
This

system integration high¬

lights interactions between the

built and the natural environ¬
ment that are often taken for

granted.

Here, specific

mo¬

ments in the nutrient
this set of complex relationships

cycles of

are targeted as areas for
vention in attempting to
the subject cities more

inter¬
make
self-

sustaining and to close our cur¬
rent open-loop cycle.
These
target areas present possibilities
for rethinking our present strate¬
gies in resource acquisition and
waste disposal.

f

I

evaporation

precipitation

As

we explore the energy con¬
sumption, long term effects, and
methods by which we accom¬
plish these tasks, it becomes
clear that there are cheaper,
more energy efficient ways of
achieving the same results. As
William McDonough asserts: “If
humans are truly going to pros¬
per, we will have to learn to imi¬
tate
nature’s highly effective
cradle-to-cradle system of nutri¬

r

^ storag
>

runofj

ent flow and metabolism, in
which the very concept of waste
does not exist.’’(p.ios^)'* This con¬

cept explains why there is only
our idealized
of events, that of the
energy from the sun. To close
one

input into

percolation
(ground water)

stream
our

open-loop form of
(acquire, use,
away) we must integrate

current

resource

use

throw
ourselves back into the

cycle of

larger

our localized ecosystem
and not overload the capacity of
natural systems to deal with our
“wastes”.
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MirnmQQ mPONENTTIMELINE
The separate areas highlighted
are translated into components
that perform the various func¬
tions required of the system inte¬

gration. These components are
demarcated according to their
function and the length of time
until their maturity.
Here an
understanding of the extreme
time
ceous

lapse between
understory and

a herba¬
a mature

forest canopy condition suggests
a time-variant interrelationship
and adaptation among the com¬

ponents.

storage

(water)

canopy

(building material)
woody understory
(biomass fuel)
PLANT
SYSTEMS

herbaceous

understory
permaculture garden

(food)
While

the

maturity for

some

park (athletic)

components is much longer than
others, it is important to realize

the overall supply and demand
forces that are driving the long
term considerations for each
area.
These account for the
amount
of each component

wetland
treatment

required for its treatment of by¬

products of another. While this
one scale in the overall
process, it represents a size more
directly relating to our built
environment.
IS
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just

building

human
crop

consumption
watering

.

^

^

protection from elements
lumber produetion

species support

sucession propagator

soil

protection
pioneer species
production integration
food produetion

accessability
physical health
waste

filtration

biodiversity haven

residential, commereial,
industrial
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descriptionsQQl^pQ^^^J PIECES
storage
The

spacialization of the compo¬

nents invites

a

closer

comparison

among the variants involved.
Here the generic elements of the
man-made landscape from the
unnatural
ecosystems can be
contrasted with localized ecosys¬
tems in suggesting how compo¬
nent collections would be differ¬
ent in each of the test cities. The

particular relationships between
these components begins with
the previous natural and unnatu¬
ral spatial comparisons for each
city.
PLANT
RESOURCES

Proximities are suggested to
allow for the necessary linkages
and exchanges of resources
between eacri of the compo¬
nents. While the complexity of
the relationships might be over¬

whelming, they have been sim¬
plified in order to understand
and

deal with their conseauences and the needs of each of
tne

(water)

canopy

(building material)

woody
understory
(biomass fuel)

herbaceous

understory

permaculture garden

(food)

park (athletic)

systems.
wetland
treatment

building
137

proximity to wetland
Duilding
permaculture garden

proximity to building
woody understory
permaculture garden

proximity to canopy
herbaceous understory
permaculture garden

III*mill lilt

Ill

proximity to park
woody understory
wetland

proximity to building
water

canopy

D
I

1,111

3roximity to wetland
lerbaceous understory
3uilding

3roximity to water
3uilding
lerbaceous understory
□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
uuuuuu

□□□□□□ □□□□□□□□□

proximity to water
wetland, park, canopy,
permaculture garden

population density backgroundpQp y |_/\J|QN

DENSITY

usuc
When

considering density issues, particularly pertinent are Lerup’s
descriptions of the metropolis in that, “Although connectedness is
the spirit of the city, and will probably remain so, the American
version has always harbored a tendency to explode, to atomize and to
spread itself as far apart as possible.”(p.78)^ And, as we have seen with
the huge increase in land consumption by development in the last 20
years, there is an understanding that this urge to be alone or sepa¬
rated cannot continue forever. As illustrated in this simple diagram
our land will simply run out, and we will not be able to feed ourselves,
let alone continue

our

role

as

the ‘breadbasket of the world’.

Lerup continues “The decision not to build on virgin land would,
seriously, change the trajectory of the metropolis.”(p.80)^ and
this is precisely the attitude and direction of BlOcity, to take the city
into a new direction. To take a new position in our attitudes towards
our surroundings, not in the sense of absolute preservation, but

As

if taken

toward
139

a

balance of ideals.

land

required for food production

total farmland

brpeoaikntg
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information from www.usda.gov
american farmland trust
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population density

r«;;?mpopuLATION GROUPINGS

1st order

2nd order

35.25 sq.

mile

area

city center
78.5 sq.

mile area
metropolis center

Target population densities are based on historic census population
figures for each city and projections for U.S. population growth in the
next 100 years. These numbers are weighed against existing popula¬
tion density maps supplied from census 2000 information and vegeta¬
tion population patterns from existing indigenous ecosystems.
The targets presented serve only as an armature for innumerous
variations dependant on changes in local economies, health, climate,

politics, environment, etc. It is therefore correct to assume that these
scenarios presume a very average course in the future development
of these cities.
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Through the BlOcity implementation, it is assumed that the new
infrastructure will not only take care of its own sewerage, water,
waste, and energy needs, but will supply additional resources to
“normal” fabric in its immediate surroundings. This will not only
allow for the foregoing of additional infrastructures associated with
densification, but also the lightening of the load on existing systems
through BlOcity’s provision of “resources” and disposal of “wastes”.

4th order

3rd order

5.25 sq.

10.25 sq.

mile

mile area
village center

area

town center

5th order

1.25 sq. mile area
hamlet center
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2000

275,306,000

D,
O
a.

o
Un

2010

299,862,000

109%

2020

324,927,000

108%

2030

351,070,000

108%

2040

377,350,000

107%

2050

403,687,000

107%

2060

432,011,000

107%

2070

463,639,000

107%

2080

497,830,000

107%

2090

533,605,000

107%

2100

570,954,000

107%

information from U.S. Census 2000

%

Because of the average

growth
expectation of 107% at each 10
year interval until 2100, it can
be assumed that U.S. cities will
absorb between 60-70% of this

growth. In this proposal for
densification the growth will be
absorbed entirely within the
existing city land area. This
translates to a density increase
of approximately 15% for each
10 year population increment.
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Persons per square
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mile
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2005
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-

population 2,149,056

2020

-

population 2,842,126
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2005

143

-

population 2,931,004

2020

-

population 3,876,253

Projected growth at BlOcity strategy
2040

-

population 5,126,344

2080 - population 6,779,590

144

2005

145

-

population 2,365,345

2020 - population 3,128,169
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V

200^- population
147

1,309,445

2020

-

population 1,711,250
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2005

149

-

population 20,124,377

2020

-

population 26,614,488
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BiOcity goals'YhQve, is

Certain

man-made systems need
to be modified to “‘fit’ within and nurture their ecological home, or,
that is, the environmental, biological, topographical, and geohydrological conditions within which cities and communities are inherently
situated.”(p.87)^\ but considering our natural environment is con¬
stantly adapting, and we often have difficulty predicting its direction,
should we not strive for a co-adaptive existence based on a system
a

understanding that

our

that is not fixed?

By using the proposition explained for Green Cities by Timothy
Beatley: “Cities can be fundamentally greener and more natural. In¬
deed, in contrast to the historic opposition of things urban and things
natural, cities are fundamentally embedded in a natural environment.
They can, moreover, be re envisioned to operate and function in
natural ways... cities like forests, like prairies, like wetlands.”(p.i97)^2,
and manifesting these ideas as organizational strategies, rather than
the more formal ones as proposed by Janine Benyus and others, we
can avoid a design that seeks to be evolutionary. This is not to say
that the goal of the BlOcity system is that of resolute solutions, but
the formal design for such problems should not be left up to nature.
The survival and performance strategies of indigenous species are of¬
ten not appropriate when scaled to the building proportion or when
made of current materials and methods.

Instead, what is important is this fusion of our man-made and natural
systems. How can these two distinct worlds, which we have seen as
separate for so long, finally be combined again into one, cooperative

system? The BlOcity solution performs this stitching operation, in a
by inserting the natural systems as infrastructure. Timothy
Beatley talks about these general ideas in that “elements of the natu¬
ral environment wetlands, forests, groundwater recharge zones - are
equally essential forms of infrastructure to those other ‘built’ forms
that we more typically fund - roads, sewer lines, schools.”(p.225)’^,
which suggests that we should be paying close attention, and gear ef¬
forts toward, utilizing these systems.
basic way,

-
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These

proposals affirm the idea that “regions, cities, and other
are inextricably and profoundly embedded in
an ever-present and ever-changing environmental and ecological
context.”(p.86)'', by asserting this close co-dependence of the his¬
torically conflicting interests of urbanity and nature. BlOcity takes a
strong position against our current economically driven view of na¬
ture as ‘barbarian’, waiting for the righteous civilization of urbanity
to conquer her.
human settlements

The

complex systems that are being proposed in BlOcity set in place
relationships that don’t deny the rote of humanity in the
overall process. This kind of development “takes as a primary goal
the need to reduce the ecological footprints of cities to live within
the limit of local and regional ecosystems...”(p.6)'^, and offers strate¬
gies based on the uniqueness of these varying environments. Janine
Benyus relates, “These mature ecosystems do everything we want to
do. They self-organize into a diverse and integrated community of or¬
ganisms with a common purpose - to maintain their presence in one
place, make the most of what is available, and endure over the long
haul.”(p.248)k We can only hope to do so well.
a

series of
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cooperative density arrangements

The
to

goal of the BlOcity system is
negotiate a variety of natural

and man-made elements. These

interrelationships are an assimi¬
lation of the catalogued natural
the built environment
parameters, and the larger
sources,

picture initiatives. This network
describes the subtleties of place
associated

with

environment,

weather, soil,
and evolution.

C Green Space / Wetlands /
Permaculture Garden

inclination, absorbance, filtration

T

Growth and continuation of the

photosynthesis

->

BlOcity system act as an integral
link in the joining of the desires

effective

of the natural (propagation) and
the man-made (exploitation).

The BlOcity
describe the

size and shape
relative humidity”'
wind speed

model begins to

differing

compo¬

the system reach an equilibrium,
in terms of the self-dependency
of the region, density is slowly
added and
adjustments made to
the system. These series of den¬

sity groupings
and diagrams
exhibit the space required to

accomplish such

a

plant size

t

required to maintain this
degree of closed-loop feedback.
As the initial implementations of
nents

.

air temperature

.

-total leaf

V

> cost
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of plants

task.

V.

V.
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percentage of land area

BUILDING

town

0-500

155

500

-

1,000

1,000

-

2,000

2,000 - 4,000

4,000

-

8,0C

city
metropolis

,000

-

16,000

16,000

-

32,000

32,000 - 64,000

64,000

-

128,000 - 230,000 persons per square mile

128,000

The average amount of private
living space nationwide is 700
square feet per person according
to the NHBA. This figure was
extrapolated to 1200 square feet
of total area when considering
the typical proportion of housing

“other” sypes of
(such as com¬
mercial, industrial, retail, etc.)
was found to be approximately
space to that of
enclosed space

60% based

on

a

random

sam¬

pling of land usage space. These
figues exist purely as an average,
and

could

range

shift

to

a

smaller

when increasing density.
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percentage of land area Q

R E E N S PAC E
town

0-500

157

500-1,000

1,000-2,000

2,000-4,000

4,000

-

8,0(

32,000

-

64,000

64,000

-

128,000

128,000

-

230,000

persons per square

mile

The amount of park space in the
five cities varies from 150 to

2,500 square feet per person

(which often includes less-visited
parks outside
of the city). A medium goal of
1000 square feet per person was
calculated for, allowing for 15%
park space, 40% herbaceous,
30% woody, and 15% canopy.
This 1000 square feet soes not
include garden and wetland
state and national

space.
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percentage

of land ^''^^\/\/^'P|_/\(\| Q5

town

0-500

159

500

-

1,000

1,000

-

2,000

2,000

-

4,000

4,000

-

8,C

B,000

-

16,000

16,000 - 32,000

32,000 - 64,000

64,000

-

128,000

128,000

-

230,000 persons per square mile

The average american generates
2.5 pounos of solid waste per
day. While a good portion (up to
70%) may be composted in the
local gardens, the liquid waste

(speciiically from the iOl gallons
ameri¬
can uses per day) may be filtered
of water that the average

W

local wetlands system.
systems require one
square foot per gallon of filtra¬
a

Tnese

tion per day, or approximately
101 square feet per person

taking

into account current
consumption.
With
accompanying water conserva¬

water

tion

and

resources,

re-use

of

water

the wetlands could be

significantly downsized.
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percentage of land area (j /\ P Q E N S

town

0-500

161

500

-

1,000

1,000-2,000

2,000-4,000

4,000

-

8,0

8,000

-

16,000

16,000-32,000

32,000- 64,000

64,000- 128,000

-

ITiQfiQQ persons per square mile

Utilizing current permaculture
gardening strategies, it is esti¬
mated that a staged system can
provide enough food for a
person to eat in a year in only a
200 square foot area. While pro¬
duction and plant choice would
vary in each of the subject cities,
a

good variety of vegetables,

fruits, grains, and

even

small

livestock can be maintained in
these small gardens. Permacul¬

systems also work in coop¬
existing ecosystems,
taking part in the nutrient cycles
ture

eration with
of native

vegetation.
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percentage of land

COLLECTION

0-500

1,000- 2,000

2,000-4,000

4,000-8,001

Portland

45.8%

phoenix

219.2%

denver

109.5%

Orleans

27.4%

york

36.1%

new

new
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500- 1,000

Rainfall

varies

per year, but
averages for each city were used
to calculate the amount of rain¬
water that could be harvested in
each
location.
Given
the
national average usage of 101

gallons

per day it is estimated
that the required areas for rain¬
water collection would vary dras¬

tically in each city at the current
usage. Under water conserva¬
tion circumstances usage could
drop to 25 to 40 gallons per day.
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com;7onem.g|0city DENSITY
aMSK
0-500

78.50
35.25
10.25
05.25
01.25

500- 1,000

square
square
square
square
square

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

-

metropolis
city
town

village
hamlet

rainwater collection

permaculture garden
wetlands filtration

greenspace

collective

building collective
The average built height of the
various components required to
make each city more selfsufficient increases exponen-

tionally with an increase in
population density. This under¬
standing projects the BlOcity
interjection to occupy various
roles and scales within each city,
depending on existing built and
natural conditions.
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1,000-2,000

2,000-4,000
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percentage

NOx

of land area

(Nitrous Oxides)

SO

(Sulfur Oxides)

CO (Carbon
VOC (Volatile

AIR POLLUTION

Monoxide)

Organic Compounds)

PM

(Particulate Matter)

8,0

(9.5)

(18)

(35)

68

116

(.2)

(.5)

(1.4)

3.8

8.3

(92)

(169)

(309)

566

1,018

(9)

(18)

(35)

70

117

(0)

(0)

(.5)

3.6

8.3

mile of typical forest
anually absorb 1.8 m tons of

NO, 1.2 m tons of SO, 0.4 m tons
of CO, and 0.7 m tons of particu¬

late matter. Provided is a total of
1300 sq.ft, of pollutant absorb¬

ing green ^ace per person,
including 150 sq.ft, of park
space, 400 scrft. of herbaceous
understory, 300 sq.ft, of woody
understory, 150 sq.ft, of canopy,
200 sq.ft, of garden, and 100
sq.ft, of wetlands. The five eco¬
systems will perform differently
in their absorption of each of the
air pollutant groups due to the
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4,000

500 -1,000

A square
can

2,000 - 4,000

0-500

biomass and the surface area of
the dominat plant species.

1,000

-

2,000

-

16,000

-

32,000

32,000

-

64,000

64,000

-

128,000

128,000

-

230,000 persons per square mile

420

(600)

(800)

(1,000)

71.8

(100)

(130)

(150)

2,362

(2,900)

(3,500)

(4,200)

451

(800)

(1,200)

(1,500)

154.9

(300)

(600)

(900)

hamlet

village

town

city

metropolis
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Portland

Edge Conditions

SELECTION KEY
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Portland

Edge Conditions SITE

IDENTIFICATION

a test-bed in a sympathetic
community, Portland was chosen
as
an
example of “exemplary
growth
containment policies
ohat] are much closer to the
European model and demon¬

As

that the more
model of city growth
strate

r^r\cciKl^:k

possible. ”(p.67)’2
Eleven sites in Portland were
selected as an initial test bed for
the BlOcity corridor develop¬
ment. These sites were selected to

represent various border relation¬

ships between differing existing
city densities and both naturm

and
unnatural
environmental
conditions. An attempt to keep
the sites in a roughly centralized
locale stemmed from a desire to
more

easily

compare

sible solutions and to

various

pos¬

explore the

possibility of charting the rela¬
tionships of the test sites to each
other.

Distilling these nine sample test

beds, three of the sites

were

selected for further exploration.
These places represent several
of the most notable conditions,

including three different initial

city sizes and densities, three
different types of existing natu¬
ral

conditions, and differing
exiting built fabric.

amounts of

The sites
77/

explored include Site

Two, Site Five and Site Seven.

1
Downtown Portland at the Willamette

Site One highlights a condition
of interaction within a dense
downtown built environment.
This area is at a good initial den¬

sity, but lacks the supporting

facilities. The BlOcity infiltra¬
tion would seek to provide these
services by initially grafting onto
the existing infrastructure and

only later adding to the
density.

areas
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Portland

Edge Conditions

| Q ^ [yj J| p |

ATI O N

Site
Portland

at

Washington Park

Site Two illustrates an intersec¬
tion of a primary downtown
environment and a natural area.

Again, the density in this area
serves as good beginning, and
the existing forest acts as a
reliever for much of the greenspace requirements. Supplemen¬
tal activities would initially be

interjected for food production
and water collection.
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3
Portland Forest Park

Site Three foeuses on the interaetion between an interior city

edge and

a

natural

This area has a
of greenspace,

preserve.

high percentage
but a very low
population density. Depending
on the coarseness of the grain of
our sample, the area could either
serve a slightly larger base or the
existing structures could be
greatly elaborated.
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Portland

Edge Conditions SITE

IDENTIFICATION

Site
Cedar Mill at US 26

Site Four presents an interaction
between a second tier suburban

city and

an

interstate freeway.

With the large interchange, this
site presents a challenge as to
the possible integration of the

BlOcity system and very large
pieces of infrastructure. Connec¬
tions between the small remain¬
ing natural areas form the initial
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development strategy.

5
between Aloha and Hillsboro

Site Five examines the interac¬
tion of an in between suburb-city
and its natural pockets. Here the
area is in the midst of a series of
infill developments, which are

turning farm lands into cul-desac communities. The goal of the
system is to preserve the

forested and farm land and to
connect the small pockets of
open spaces.
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Portland

Edge Conditions S |TE

ID E NTIFIC ATI O N

Downtown Hillsboro

Site Six focuses on the dense
a second tier city just
outside of Portland. This area
only has a few small parks which
need to be bolstered by the
center of

BlOcity system. These insertions

will also alleviate

177

some

of the

pollution problems caused by a
relatively dense core city with
high automobile traffic, as well
as providing shade.

7
Forest Grove

Site Seven concentrates

on

an

edge condition between a fourth
tier city and some neighboring

farmland. This area allows for
the BlOcity to tie into an exist¬

ing creek corridor and some
nearby woodlots, bringing their
into cooperative con¬
with many single family
homes and the nearby downtown
industrial area.
resources

tact
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Portland

Edge Conditions SITE

IDENTIFICATION

Site
West

of Forest Grove

Site Eight occurs at the border
of the man-made landscape
between farmland and a forest.
This is the farthest edge of the

metropolitan condition, where
very

both

179

little built fabric meets with
the

farmed

and

natural

landscapes. Building up the den¬
sity here requires only a slight
infiltration into the neighboring
greenfield sites.

9
North Plains at US 26

Site Nine is located at the inter¬
section of a fifth tier farming city
and the interstate. Here, again,
the corridor must negotiate with
a

large piece of transportation

infrastructure while connecting
woodlots and protecting the

surrounding farmland. The light

industry and low density housing
allows for small infiltrations with

large impacts.
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9241..56-34860%-1,2579

Metropolis Edge^YY^

TWO

This border

the western

area on

edge of downtown Portland cur¬
rently has a population density
of

around

square

4,000 persons per

mile. To achieve the den¬

sity goals estimated by national
population
increases,
the
metropolis will have to increase
its’ population density to 8,000
persons per square mile by 2020,
16,000 persons per square mile
by 2040, and 32,000 persons per
^uare mile by 2080.
This suggests a component den¬
sity of;
69.1-276.5% building
57.6-230.4% green space
5.8-23.3% filtration wetlands

permaculture gardens
water collection

This

means an area

of:

sq.

ft. building

sq.

ft.

green space

278,400-1,113,600 sq. ft. filtration wetlands
552,200-2,208,000 sq. ft. gardens

Existing is

an area

ft. water collection

of:

—3,840,000 sq. ft. building
1,460,000 sq. ft. green space
>5,000 sq. ft. filtration wetlands
>1,000 sq. ft. farmland
> 10,000
sq. ft. water collection
—
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sq.

246198..2-013-5,7%4

«*"»^''SITE FIVE

This suburban

area

of Hillsboro

currently has a population den¬
sity of around 2,000 persons per
square

mile. To achieve the den¬

sity goals estimated by national

population
increases the city will
nave to increase it’s

population
density to 4,000 persons per
square mile by 2020, 8,000 per¬
sons per square mile by 2040,
and 16,000 persons per square
mile by 2080.
This suggests a component den¬

sity of:

34.6-138.2%

building

green space
2.9-11.6% filtration wetlands

permaculture gardens
water

This

collection

means an area

of:

830,400-5,812,800 sq. ft. building
sq.

ft.

green space

72,000-504,000 sq. ft. filtration wetlands
sq.

ft. gardens

1,099,200-7,694,400 sq. ft. water collection

Existing is
—
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an area

of:

—960,000 sq. ft. building
1,860,000 sq. ft. green space
>5,000 sq. ft. filtration wetlands
—500,000 sq. ft. farmland
>10,000 sq. ft. water collection

1354779.23.56-2048-61%,8

Village Edge^\J^

Forest

SEVEN

Grove

currently has

a

ovulation density of around
1,000 persons per square mile.

To achieve the density goals
mated by national population
increases the village will have to
increase it’s population density
to

2,000 persons per square mile

by 2020, and 4,000 persons per
square mile by 2080.
This suggests a component den¬
sity of:
building

green space
1.5-2.9% filtration wetlands

permaculture gardens
water

This

collection

means an area

of:

412,800-1,238,400 sq. ft. building

ft. green space
ft. filtration wetlands
sq. ft. gardens
sq. ft. water collection
sq.

sq.

Existing is
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an area of:
—600,000 sq. ft. building
—300,000 sq. ft. green space
>1,000 sq. ft. filtration wetlands
—800,000 sq. ft. farmland
>5,000 sq. ft. water collection

proposal -"^PLANNING

MATRIX

initial population dispersal,
desired densities, and distribu¬
tion strategies of local plant life.
The matrix is not used as a
on

design tool, but

as

a

starting

goint
determining
the
JOcityin corridor
couldwhat
accom¬
plish within

a

given situation.
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spatial guidelines QQ RR|DORORGANIZATION

PORTLAND
water

/ canopy

park / wetlands / garden
woody / herbaceous

PHOENIX
T
M

woody/canopy

park / herbaceous / garden
wetlands / water

B

DENVER
T
M
A hierarchy for
been developed

each city has
in tune with
indigenous plant requirements,
climate, and rain fall. These
arrangements allow for some
variation while prescribing a
structured initial growth strat¬
egy-

The

three

of

variables;
direction, overhead space, and
sets

water

/ canopy

/ park

woody / wetlands / garden
herbaceous

B

NEW ORLEANS
woody/canopy

T

M water / herbaceous /

garden

wetlands /

woody

B

soil
for

depth, have been established
Portland, but again, would
vary considerably in the other
test

cities. These variables

are

additionally driven by corridor
adjacencies to natural and man¬
made

pocket landscapes in rela¬

tionship to the microenviron¬
ments of the specific situation.

NEW YORK
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strategy

The

BlOcity corridor has developed out of an discovered need for
cooperative resource strategies within the restrictions of our cities.
The corridor seeks to lessen the breath of our footprint and to make
our own resources and locale apparent in our everyday existence. As
Beatley and Manning explain: “To prevent sprawl, cities and towns
must have an effective way of regulating the location of future growth
and ensuring that it occurs both within desired spatial parameters
and at densities that are high enough to support transit, walkability,
and other positive characteristics of a compact community. ”(p.43)”
As

product of research into these five cities and their accompanying
ecosystems, the design proposal seeks to combine the intricacies and
complexities of the local natural environment with the needs and
desires of the metropolitan condition. By utilizing the notion of selfsufficiency into the system, it forces the solution to take into account
the ends of its nutrient cycles. This level of responsibility and aware¬
ness of our place within a system begins to introduce us into the
broader picture of our actions and their consequences and “privi¬
leges frameworks over form”(p.i3)^
a

The corridor initiates itself at node conditions within the

existing
community. These nodes begin at high traffic, high visibility, situa¬
tions where the possibility of increased commercial use exists. An
economic system would then be put into place to allow individual
enterprising parties to hook into and expand the system at a subsi¬
dized rate. The local building authority would access the needs of the
community, securing the armature, while the persons using the space
could modify the interior as they saw fit while enjoying the benefits of
low to no cost utilities in addition to their own gardens, parks and
other green spaces.

The system then grows from these initial points along both natural
and man-made border conditions, functioning in many ways similarly
to a natural hedgerow in a farmed landscape. These hedgerow condi¬
tions exhibit a much higher diversity of plant and animal life than the

larger surrounding farms in these situations. This is a result of the
protective habitat the hedgerows supply, which is home to mainly
edge species of flora and fauna. The goal of the corridor is to provide
edge habitat while also allowing space for interior patch species by
virtue of its width.
191

The corridor seeks to connect

existing natural patches within the
landscape, provide shelter for edge inhabiting plants and animals,
allow for transversal of gene pools along its length, and provide habi¬
tation for people. The corridor does all this while re-utilizing and
enforcing many existing structures, infrastructures, and natural
places by allowing for a greater density of human and wildlife habita¬
tion while not placing additional loads on existing utilities and build¬
ings.
The section exists as a physical manifestation of
zation parameters. These numeric requirements

the corridor organi¬
for growing or living
space provide floor-to-floor, structural, and directional guidelines for
the development of the corridor. Each edge condition represents a
unique set of existing physical characteristics, and therefore provides
a unique section along the corridor. These individualized sections are
then modified using variations designed to allow connection through
the structure between the various landscaped and enclosed spaces.
This cross-fertilization is essential to introduce species up into the
corridor and to disseminate it as a barrier. Pockets of space along the
corridor can be left out to leave room for existing structures or plants.
Additionally portions may be left out or removed to allow light to
penetrate deeper into the system, similarly to a light modulating
canopy condition. Infrastructure within the corridor then facilitates
the movement of water and waste to the various habitats and
enclosed spaces.
The corridor works within and modifies

existing frameworks, includ¬
ing buildings, infrastructure, and resources. By following Brand’s
suggestion and seeking to “avoid the expense, disruption, and envi¬
ronmental burden of demolition.”(p.93)^ we can simultaneously pre¬
serve a sense of uniqueness and place in a given area, continues
Brand “The present needs a past to grow on...”(p.i02)^ This sense of
constructing a new kind of infrastructure within the city “implies the
resolution of site conditions through accommodation, not conflict,
juxtaposition, and fragmentation (buildings that are evolved, not
designed). Contextual tactics treat constraints as opportunity, and
move away from a modernist ethic - and aesthetics - of transgres¬
sion. Working with and not against the site, something new is pro¬
duced by registering the complexity of the given.”(p.i7)'^
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Implementation^yY^ FIVE

With the establishment of the
nodal centers as commercial/

office/ retail/ industrial zones,
the corridor begins to organize
the area around its new infra¬

structure, an infrastructure of
nature and pursues the self-

sufficiency of the system.
The density of the corridor alle¬
viates development pressures on
the
surrounding landscapes,
which allows for their continued

productive use as farmland/
natural space/ recreation area
The natural cycles of the
dor feed across to the
ditions it immediately
and further into the
connects. These
corridor as a living
tune with the human
it
In
cor
riaor acts as a circuit, providing a

provides.

movement

addition, the

path

for

plants,

other life forms,
allowing for them to miara

animals,
other
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glossary
bio-

or

pref.

bi-

Life; living organism: biome.

bi-o-di*ver*si*ty
n.

1. The number and

variety of organisms found within

geographic
region.
The

2.

variability among living organisms on the
the variability within and between species and
between ecosystems.

a

specifie

earth, including
within and

bi’0*morph
n.

A

nonrepresentational form or pattern that resembles
organism in shape or appearance.
bhondcs
(used with

n.

a

living

sing, verb)

a

Application of biological principles to the study and design of
engineering systems, especially electronic systems.
cartogTa'phy
n.

The

making

maps or

charts.

com'plexd'ty
pi. corn^lex i ties
The quality of being intricate and compounded.

n.

corri-dor
n.

1. A tract of land forming a passageway, such as one that allows an
inland country access to the sea through another country.
2. A thickly populated strip of land connecting two or more urban
areas.

da’ta

pin. (used with

a

sing,

or pi

verb)

1. Factual information, especially information
sis or used to reason or make decisions.
2. Values derived from scientific experiments.

organized for analy

den-si'ty
n.

pi den sities

1. The number of

per

2.

individuals, such

unit of area.

Complexity of structure

as

inhabitants

or

housing units,

or content.

ec*0"sys*tem
n.

a

system formed by the interaetion of a eommunity of organisms

with their

physieal environment.

e'coho'gy
n.

1. The relationship between organisms and their environments.
2. The study of the detrimentareffects of modern civilization on
the environment, with a view toward their prevention or
reversal through conservation.

in-dig*e*nous
1.

Originating and living
environment.

2.

or

occurring naturally in

adj.

an area or

Native; inherent; innate.
in-fra-struc'ture
n.

1. An
or

underlying base

system.

2. The basic

or

foundation especially for

an

organization

facilities, services, and installations needed for the

functioning of a community or society, such as transportation
and communications systems, water and power lines, and public
institutions including schools, post offices, and prisons.
ma-trix
n.

1. A situation

2.
3.

surrounding substance within which something
else originates, develops, or is contained.
A binding substance, as cement in concrete.
A rectangular array of elements (or entries) set out by rows and
or

columns.

The resemblance of

n.pl. mim ic ries

organism to another or to an object in its
surroundings for concealment and protection from predators.
one

nat-U'ral

adj.

1. Present in or produced by nature: a natural pearl.
2. Of, relating to, or concerning nature: a natural environment.
3. Conforming to the usual or ordinary course of nature: a natural

death.
4. Not produced or changed artificially;
immunity; a natural retlex.
5. Faithfully representing nature or life.

not conditioned: natural
na*ture
n.

1. The material world and its phenomena.
2. The forces and processes that produce and

3.

control all the
phenomena
of
tne material world: the laws of nature.
The world of living things and the outdoors: the beauties of
nature.

4. A primitive state of existence, untouched and uninfluenced by
civilization or artificiality: couldn't tolerate city life anymore and
went

back

to nature.

5. The processes

and functions of the body.
niche
n.

1. The function

2.

position of an organism or population within an
ecological community.
The particular area within a habitat occupied by an organism.
or

node
n.

1. A connecting point at which several lines come
2. The point on a stem where a leaf is attached or

attacned;

a

joint.

together.
has been

self-organisation
n.

The

ability of an organism to order itself without externalized,

prescribed control.
suc’ces’sion
n.

The gradual and orderly process of ecosystem development
brought about by changes in community composition and the.
production of a climax characteristic of a particular geographic
region.

sysTem
n.

1. A group
2.

of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements
forming a complex wMle.
A naturally occurring group of objects or phenomena: the solar
system.

vernac-udar
n.

1. The localized,
2. The common,

traditional way of doing.
nonscientific name of a plant or animal.
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